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Abstract 

 

Melt-quenched (MQ) glasses derived from metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have emerged very 

recently as tunable organic-inorganic hybrid glasses, showing potential applications in gas 

separation. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a subclass of MOFs which have shown high 

meltability. ZIF-62, a mixed-linker ZIF, has been investigated extensively because of its low 

melting temperature and high thermal stability. Application of glasses formed from MOFs on an 

industrial scale requires large-scale production of parent crystals. However, in large-scale 

production of mixed-linker MOFs, both kinetics and thermodynamics of synthesis play significant 

roles. The importance of both factors  originates from a heterogeneous linker distribution in mixed-

linker MOFs where each type of linker can form different crystalline phases during synthesis, 

altering thermal properties and more importantly, the meltability. The parameters which affect the 

formation of different crystalline polymorphs in ZIF-62, and the methods required to detect such 

structural heterogeneity in the final material are investigated, while possible phase transformations 

are also discussed. 

Among a huge number of crystalline MOFs (over 70,000), only small number of them have shown 

the ability to melt. Decomposition of the framework prior to its melting transition is an obstacle 

hindering the transition to the liquid state while heating. Porosity and metal-ligand interactions 

have been identified as parameters determining meltability of such frameworks. To overcome these 

constraints, an ionic liquid (IL) containing its sodium salt was incorporated into the cages of ZIF-

8, a highly porous, normally non-meltable ZIF. After mechanical amorphization, the structure of 

the resultant composite and stability of IL molecules in the collapsed pores were examined, and 

the effect of structural collapse on ionic conduction, as a macroscopic property, was investigated.  

After understanding the IL incorporation and structural characterization of IL@ZIF-8 composite, 

interactions between the IL and ZIF-8 were investigated at elevated temperatures with the aim to 

diminish melting constraints; by decreasing the potential melting temperature of ZIF-8 below its 

decomposition temperature, it is possible to reach liquid phase, and melt a highly porous non-

meltable ZIF. IL molecules were observed to stabilize the electrostatic interactions between Zn-

sites and dissociated linkers in ZIF-8 and IL ions at high temperature, at the same time decreasing 

the porosity, thereby satisfying melting criterion of non-meltable MOFs. After melting IL@ZIF-8 
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and subsequent quenching, glassy IL@ZIF-8 composites were obtained. The structure of the 

IL@ZIF-8 glass was investigated in detail and IL incorporation approach was introduced as a 

possible route to melt other non-meltable MOFs, extending the application of MOF glasses by 

widening their range of chemical and physical properties.        
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)  

 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous crystalline networks constructed from coordination 

of organic linkers to inorganic metal nodes. Flexibility in choice of constituents based on the size, 

geometry, and functionality of organic linkers and metal sites have led to the existence of over 

70,000 MOF crystal structures in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC), having a 

wide variety of physical and chemical properties.1–4 Figure 1 illustrates examples of different 

organic linkers and metal nodes used in formation of MOFs. MOF chemistry has attracted 

extensive attention since the crystal structure of MOF-5, the first robust and highly porous MOF, 

was reported in 1999.5 The structure consisted of Zn4O(CO2)6 as metal centers coordinated by 1,4-

benzenedicarboxylate (BDC2–) organic linkers forming a framework with 61% porosity and surface 

area of 2320 m2/g, significantly higher than those observed for common porous materials such as 

zeolites, activated carbons, and mesoporous silicas with surface area and pore volumes in the range 

of 1,000 m2/g and 0.3–1.1 cm3/g.6 Progress in the field resulted in emergence of Nu-110, 

([Cu3(BHEHPI); BHEHPI6– = 5,5′,5′′- ((((benzene-1,3,5-triyltris(benzene-4,1-diyl)) tris(ethyne-

2,1-diyl))-tris(benzene-4,1-diyl)) tris(ethyne-2,1-diyl))triisophthalate]) with a record porosity, 

having a surface area and pore volume of over 7,000 m2/g and 4 cm3/g.7 Due to their tunable 

characteristics these materials have been applied extensively to various applications such as gas 

storage and separation,8 catalysis,9 sensing,10 and ion conduction.11  

MOFs have been investigated extensively for drug delivery applications.12–14  Because of the highly 

porous nature of MOF crystals, adsorbed/anchored molecules can release rapidly, impeding 

controlled and efficient release of a potential drug molecule from the pores. In general, MOFs are 

synthesized in powder form. However, in some applications such as gas separation it is necessary 

to process such powders into a mechanically robust shape and bulk geometry, facilitating their 

handling and usage.15 To overcome these challenges, structural amorphization of MOFs has been 

introduced recently.16 This can be achieved via different methods: pressure-induced structural 

collapse, ball-milling, melt-quenching, hot-pressing, and re-melting.17–21. For instance, calcein, a 
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drug molecule, was introduced into a Zr-based MOF, UiO-66. Structural amorphization by ball-

milling entrapped the guest molecule in the pores leading to delayed release of the drug from the 

collapsed structure (30 days) compared to crystalline UiO-66 (only 2 days).22  Furthermore, the 

pressure-induced amorphization approach was used to trap radio-active iodine molecules, produced 

as a harmful by-product from the nuclear energy industry, in ZIF-8 [Zn(mIm)2, Zn(C4H5N2)2] 

pores. Accordingly, iodine was loaded in ZIF-8 and subsequent amorphization under 0.34 GPa of 

pressure led to structural collapse, trapping iodine molecules and impeding diffusion of iodine out 

of the pores.23 The structural flexibility in MOFs facilitates the same degree of amorphization, 

compared to traditional porous zeolites, to occur at much lower accessible pressures (almost an 

order of magnitude lower).24,25  

Figure 6. Illustration of organic linkers and metal nodes used in MOFs. Reproduced from Ref. [4] 

with permission from the publisher under license number 4951960361043. Copyright © 2016, 

Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
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1.2. Glass 

 

Unlike crystalline materials that are well-ordered atomic structures, glasses lack long-range order 

and atomic periodicity.26 Glass is defined as a non-equilibrium and non-crystalline material that 

shows a glass transition (Tg). Although amorphous materials are also non-crystalline, they are 

different from glasses. The distinct difference is the presence of glass transition in the glass, 

however, all amorphous materials do not show the glass transition.27 In terms of structure, glasses 

show similar structures to their parent supercooled liquid (SCL) when above Tg.
28 The supercooled 

liquid is found in the region between the Tm and Tg (see Figure 2).29  

 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of specific volume (or enthalpy) versus temperature plot for a 

glass-forming substance. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright © 1996, 

American Chemical Society. 
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As illustrated in Figure 2, if a liquid reaches the region below Tm without crystallizing, it forms a 

supercooled liquid. As the temperature of a supercooled liquid is decreased, its viscosity increases, 

the constituent molecules move more and more slowly. At a certain temperature the motion of the 

molecules will be very slow that they will not be able to rearrange. As a result, the material will be 

“frozen”, that we refer to it as a glass. According to Figure 2, Tg of a material is not an exact value 

and it can be different if a different cooling rate is used. Using a smaller cooling rate allows the 

sample to stay more in equilibrium (i.e., the supercooled liquid state) until lower temperatures.  

Since the glass is thermodynamically unstable, it relaxes toward supercooled liquid state once it is 

formed. When the glass is heated it reaches the supercooled liquid at Tg, where experimental or 

observation time (tobs) is comparable to the relaxation time of the supercooled liquid (τR). The 

relaxation does not only occur at high temperatures, but also at any non-zero positive temperature, 

but the timescales differ.30,31 Traditional glass synthesis dates to around 6,000 years ago when oxide 

glasses were synthesized.32 Progress in glass science and technology over the years resulted in 

developing a huge number of glasses (400,000 compositions) which played an important role in 

establishing the current modern civilization.32,33 In addition to three main categories of glasses, 

which are metallic, organic, and inorganic, very recently, MOF glasses have been synthesized by 

melting their parent crystals and are considered as a new class of hybrid organic-inorganic 

glasses.21    

 

1.3. Melt-quenched MOF glasses  

 

Among amorphization approaches, melt-quenching allows fabrication of bulk MOF glasses in 

desired shapes, enabling their application in different areas such as membrane-based gas 

separations. A membrane fabricated by melting crystalline ZIF-62 on an alumina support resulted 

in enhanced separation selectivity for CO2/CH4, CO2/H2, and CO2/N2 gas mixtures. The glass 

membrane out-performed crystalline ZIF-62 by showing three times higher separation selectivity.34 

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a subclass of MOFs in which some of them show melt-

quenching property. Topology of ZIFs are very similar to inorganic zeolites: tetrahedral Zn2+ and 

Co2+ are coordinated by imidazolate (organic) linkers instead of oxygens in SiO4
4− and AlO4

5− 

tetrahedra.35–37 Melt-quenching has been observed for a limited number of ZIFs such as ZIF-4 
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[Zn(Im)2, Im: C3H3N2
−] and ZIF-62 [Zn(Im)1.75(bIm)0.25, Im: C3H3N2

−, bIm: C7H5N2
−], both having 

cag topology.20,38 Theoretical studies on the mechanism of ZIF-4 melting revealed that melting 

happens via dissociation of an imidazolate and rapid coordination of a neighboring imidazolate to 

the under-coordinated Zn sites (see Figure 3).39  

Structural differences between crystalline and amorphous ZIF-4 (achieved by ball-milling, heating, 

and shear stress) were investigated using neutron and synchrotron X-ray total scattering data. 

Results showed that local bonding below 6 Å, defined as the short-range order, the ZnN4 

environments were similar in all samples, however, structural differences appeared in long-range 

order, above 6 Å.40 Similar ‘short-range’ structural order was shown for ZIF-62 and TIF-4 

[Zn(Im)1.5(mbIm)0.5, Im: C3H3N2
−, mbIm: C8H7N2

−] glasses, retaining metal−organic−metal 

connectivity.20 Similarly, the same structural order has been observed in silica glass up to 3.1 Å, 

retainment of tetrahedral coordination around Si sites.41 The longer distances in local order of ZIFs 

compared to silica is due to larger bridging imidazolate linkers compared to oxygens. 

To tune or modify the properties of MOF glasses, glass blends and glass fluxes have been 

introduced. MOF glass blends can be formed by mixing two glass-forming MOFs. For example, 

mixing crystalline ZIF-62 and ZIF-4, heating to the highest Tm, and subsequent quenching, results 

in a blended glass phase with only a single glass transition temperature (Tg), showing successful 

liquid-phase mixing between two distinct MOF glasses. Using this approach, Tg of blended MOF 

glasses can be tuned by adjusting the mixing ratios of constituent phases.42 A different approach, 

called flux melting, was used to form a composite MOF glass, this time with only one glass-forming 

phase. This mechanism uses a high-temperature liquid phase of a meltable MOF as a flux to 

Figure 8. Molecular mechanism of ZIF-4 melting. Reproduced from Ref. [39] with permission 

from the publisher under license number 4952650848893. Copyright © 2017, Nature Publishing 

Group. 
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melt/dissolve the other phase. Here, the selection criteria of constituents require that the Tm of the 

glass-forming MOF to be lower than the decomposition temperature (Td) of the other MOF. This 

was shown for a blended glass derived from ZIF-62, the major phase consisting 80 wt%, and ZIF-

8, only 20 wt%, which is not meltable. The obtained flux melted glass had no Bragg scattering, 

showing its glassy nature with improved porosity towards H2.
43 To take advantage of inorganic 

glass domains and improve mechanical properties of MOF glasses, composite glasses were 

fabricated by combining ZIF-62 as a MOF glass, and an inorganic phosphate glass. Selection 

criteria was to choose an inorganic glass which had a Tg very close to Tm of ZIF-62. 

Characterization of the final hybrid glass indicated presence of two distinct Tg’s, which showed 

regions of each glass domain bonded together interfacially. Observed electrical and mechanical 

properties of the hybrid glass were in between the two separate glass domains.44 

 

1.4. Melting constraints in non-meltable ZIFs/MOFs  

 

As mentioned previously, only a handful number of ZIFs/MOFs have shown meltability. The 

reason why other MOFs do not show melting lies in the fact that their Td are lower than their Tm 

(Td < Tm), meaning that the structure decomposes before reaching the liquid phase.  

Studies on the mechanism of MOF melting showed that meltable MOFs obey Lindemann’s melting 

criterion. According to Lindemann’s criterion, melting occurs when the vibrational displacement 

of atoms while heating reaches a certain characteristic displacement.45 However, this criterion does 

not apply in non-meltable MOFs/ZIFs such as ZIF-8 [Zn(mIm)2, Zn(C4H5N2)2]. ZIF-8 as a 

commercially available MOF has a sodalite (sod) topology and has significantly higher porosity 

compared to meltable ZIFs such as ZIF-4, ZIF-zni, and ZIF-62.35 ZIF-8 has surface area of around 

1200 m2/g, three times higher compared to ZIF-4, ZIF-zni, and ZIF-62 (ZIF-62-bIm0.05) with 

surface areas of 300, 4, and 476 m2/g, respectively.46,47 This difference in porosity is more evident 

when comparing pore diameters (dp), defined as the diameter of the largest sphere that can fit into 

the pores, of ZIF-8 (11.6 Å) with that of ZIF-4 (2.1 Å) and ZIF-62 (1.3 Å).48  

High porosity (larger cavities) induces a higher energy barrier for linker mobility which results in 

creating higher steric hindrance for the stabilization of dissociated linkers (during melting) around 

Zn sites. Another parameter that has been identified as affecting melting is the Zn–N or Zn–linker 
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bonding strength.49 Theoretical studies show that ZIF-8 has an activation energy of 177 kJ mol-1 

for Zn–linker bond cleavage, whereas, it is lower in case of ZIF-4, 81 kJ mol-1, and ZIF-zni, 160 

kJ mol-1.49 It can be concluded that, extent of interionic interactions between the metal site and the 

linker plays an important role in meltability. According to the structural characteristics in meltable 

MOFs/ZIFs, melting could happen if both high free energy from the linker mobility because of 

porosity and interionic interactions, from the metal–ligand bonding strength, could be reduced at 

the same time. One approach to address this is to incorporate a guest-molecules in the pores of 

MOFs, which can decrease porosity and, at the same time, interact with the host framework. 

Moreover, the potential guest molecule must have the proper size and geometry that can be 

incorporated in the pores, while being sufficiently thermally stable to withstand high temperatures 

during heating. Potential candidates fulfilling all these requirements can be ionic liquids (ILs).  

 

1.5. Ionic Liquids (ILs)  

 

Ionic Liquids (ILs) are salts that are generally liquid at room temperature (Tm < 100 °C). The reason 

behind their liquid state at low temperature is that in conventional inorganic salts such as NaCl (Tm 

= 803 °C), the interaction is long-range Coulomb forces between the net charges of cations and 

anions. However, in ILs, long-range Coulomb forces are replaced by softened Coulomb forces due 

to bulky size and asymmetric charge distribution in ions leading to highly directional 

interaction.50,51 ILs are composed of organic cations and inorganic or organic anions; combination 

of cations and anions results in formation of an almost infinite number of ILs with different physical 

and chemical properties.52–55 Molecular structure of common cations and anions are illustrated in 

Figure 4.  
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Figure 9. Examples of common cations and anions in ILs. Reproduced from Ref. [55] by 

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry under license number 1080129-1. 

This compositional variety renders tunable ILs to be used in different applications such as 

catalysis,56 gas separation,57 and electrochemistry.58 Changing ion pairs results in altered physico-

chemical properties making IL “designer solvents”.59 Because of their very low vapor pressure, ILs 

have negligible volatility, making them alternative solvents to conventional organic solvents.52 

Another characteristic of ILs is their miscibility with a wide range of inorganic and organic 

substances, a property that does not exist in other solvents. This is originating from the difference 

in interatomic and intermolecular interactions in ILs: while conventional solvents only have 

hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole interactions, and van der Waals interactions, ILs have 

electrostatic interactions, defined as attraction or repulsion interactions between charges species.51 

Interactions between cation and anion is a major parameter in determining ion mobility, viscosity, 

thermal stability, melting points and extent of their interactions as guest molecules with host 

material.51,60,61  
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1.6. IL-incorporated MOF composites  

       

ILs have been used to tune the MOF properties as a post-functionalization approach to improve 

MOF performance in different applications such as gas separation, catalysis, and ion conduction.62–

66 An illustration of an IL-incorporated MOF composite is presented in Figure 5.67  

 

Figure 10. Illustration of an IL-incorporated MOF composite. Reproduced from Ref. [67] by 

permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. under license number 4984160097160. 

IL@MOF composites can be synthesized using three main techniques: wet impregnation, capillary 

action, and ship-in-a-bottle. Depending on the targeted application, an appropriate synthesis route 

can be selected.62 

 For gas separation, ILs can tune the affinity of MOFs toward certain molecules, adjust the 

molecular sieving capability of MOFs by occupying the pore space, and creating new adsorption 

sites favorable for specific gasses. For instance, [BMIM][PF6] was incorporated in ZIF-8 pores and 

the resulting composite, [BMIM][PF6]@ZIF-8, showed enhanced CO2 uptake at lower pressures 

(0.4 bar) which enhanced separation selectivity of CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 more than double 

compared to pristine ZIF-8. Observed increase in selectivity was attributed to creation of new 

adsorption sites in ZIF-8 after IL confinement.68 In a different study, a hydrophilic IL, 

[HEMIM][DCA], was deposited on a hydrophobic MOF, ZIF-8, to form a core (ZIF-8)-shell (IL) 

type composite. The chosen IL had very low CH4 solubility, however, CO2 solubility was an order 

of magnitude higher compared to CH4. This resulted in the IL acting as a smart gate in separation 
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of CO2 from CH4. The composite showed 45 times higher CO2/CH4 selectivity compared to parent 

ZIF-8 at 1 mbar and 25 °C.69  

For catalysis, a heterogeneous catalyst used for catalytic oxidative desulfurization of fuel oils such 

as gasoline, was synthesized by immobilization of an IL, 1-methylimidazolium-3-propylsulfonate 

hydrosulfate [PSMIM][HSO4], on a zirconium-based MOF, UiO-66. Benzothiophene (BT, 

chemical formula: C8H6S) was used to test the desulfurization performance of the 

[PSMIM][HSO4]/UiO-66 catalyst. The [PSMIM][HSO4]/UiO-66 catalyst outperformed the 

pristine UiO-66 catalyst in the desulfurization reaction, showing 90.6 % removal of the BT for up 

to six times of use at the optimum reaction conditions. Using such catalysts, SOx, a poisonous 

compound to metal catalysts used in refining processing units, can be removed.70 In a different 

study, a composite catalyst was prepared from an IL. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidonium methyl sulfonate, 

[NMP][CH3SO3], and MIL-101(Cr) as the MOF. The aim was to produce amyl acetate, a solvent 

in different applications, via esterification of acetic acid with amyl alcohol. 80 % conversion was 

achieved for the IL/MOF catalyst and the catalytic performance was stable without losing any 

activity after cycling six times. The authors also used the IL/MOF catalyst in the Friedel–Crafts 

acylation: Pristine MIL-101(Cr) showed no conversion for the acylation of anisole with acetic 

anhydride, however, with the IL/MOF catalyst a conversion of 80 % was achieved.71  

Another application of IL@MOF composites is their use in electrochemical devices as electrolytes. 

ILs have been used extensively as electrolytes, however, freezing happens at low temperatures. For 

instance, in automobile applications, freezing leads to lowering ion mobility and subsequent low 

ion conduction performance. To avoid freezing of ILs, some solvents are added, decreasing the 

freezing point of the solution. Nonetheless, those solvents are volatile and flammable, causing 

safety problems in electrochemical devices.72 An approach to solve this issue was to confine ILs in 

MOF pores so that freezing could be avoided as a result of host-guest interactions. Phase behavior 

and ionic conductivity of [EMIM][TFSA] inside micropores of ZIF-8 was investigated at low 

temperatures using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 19F NMR, nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy. Results showed that bulk [EMIM][TFSA] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide) possessed a phase transition, freezing at around ˗9 °C, however 

[EMIM][TFSA]/ZIF-8 showed no phase transitions below ̠ 23 °C, ascribed to the nanoconfinement 

effect. As a result, [EMIM][TFSA]/ZIF-8 exhibited enhanced ion conductivity at low temperatures 

compared to bulk [EMIM][TFSA].67,73  
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IL@MOF composites have been extensively used for Li+ ion conduction via dissolving a Li-salt in 

an IL and subsequent incorporation in MOF pores.74,75 Li-doped IL, (EMI0.8Li0.2)TFSA/ZIF-8 (20 

mol% LiTFSA in [EMIM][TFSA]), was incorporated into ZIF-8 and ionic conductivity 

performance was investigated. (EMI0.8Li0.2)TFSA/ZIF-8 showed decreased conduction 

performance compared to the bulk (EMI0.8Li0.2)TFSA. However, they observed comparable 

activation energy values. Moreover, higher IL loadings could enhance the ion conduction in the 

composite. The authors showed that Li-ions were diffusing in the pores via exchanging the solvated 

TFSA anions.76 Another study measured Li+-ion conductivity by incorporating 

[EMIM0.8Li0.2][TFSI] into MOF-525 (Cu). MOF-525 (Cu) was chosen since it has open metal sites 

in the structure where the anionic component of the Li salt could be grafted, so that Li+-ions could 

diffuse more freely through pores. The composite showed a higher Li transference number, 0.36, 

compared to the bulk IL.77 Due to uneven distribution of lithium sources on Earth and extensive 

usage of lithium in electrochemical applications, future usage of limited lithium resources requires 

a proper alternative.78 Accordingly, sodium-based electrochemical energy storage systems have 

been introduced. Recently, researchers have been trying to develop suitable candidates for solid-

state sodium-based electrolytes.79 In real-world applications, such electrolytes need to be stable in 

the absence of an inert atmosphere.80 To address this problem, charge carrier ions need to be 

protected from contact and avoid reactions with the guest molecules present in ambient atmosphere. 

Structural amorphization of MOFs impregnated by ILs, where ILs are trapped in MOF pores, can 

be investigated as a possible solution, where the interaction of unwanted molecules with ILs/salts 

is hindered. 

 

 

1.7. Interactions between IL and MOF in IL@MOF composites  

 

As discussed above, interaction of ILs with MOF shows advantageous outcomes, improving the 

MOF performance in a targeted application such as gas separation and ion conduction. It was 

shown that the interactions between IL molecules and the MOF structure is crucial in creating new 

interaction sites favorable for adsorption, catalysis, and ion conduction.62 Interactions between 

different ILs and MOFs have been extensively investigated experimentally, as well as 
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computationally at low temperatures. A simulation study investigated IRMOF-1 supported IL 

membranes for CO2 capture.81 Four different ILs with identical cation and different anions were 

used and the results demonstrated that the anion of the IL plays an important role in the extent of 

interactions between the IL and the MOF. In a different study, combining DFT calculations and 

experimental vibrational spectroscopy, the molecular interactions between a Cu-based MOF, 

copper benzene-1-3-5-tricarboxylate (CuBTC), and an IL, 1-ethyl-3- methylimidazolium ethyl 

sulfate ([EMIM][EtSO4]), was investigated. Their computational results showed that the IL-anion 

was interacting with the MOF Cu2+ ions causing the transfer and redistribution of electron density 

over the MOF metal sites. This result was further confirmed by showing elongated Cu–O bond 

distances between MOF linkers and metal centers. This was further manifested in the experimental 

vibrational spectra, observing redshifts in the IR bands associated with Cu–O bonding. The authors 

concluded that intermolecular interactions between the linker molecules and Cu weakens upon 

interaction with the IL ions.82 Weakening of metal-ligand bonding was further shown via 

incorporating seven different imidazolium-based ILs in CuBTC pores, all having the same cation 

but varying anions. It was shown that when the interionic interactions within the IL were higher, 

then the IL interacted more strongly with the MOF structure and Cu–O bonding became weaker 

resulting in lower thermal stability of the IL@MOF composites.83  

Most of the reported studies on IL@MOF composites have investigated the interactions between 

ILs and MOFs at low temperatures. However, a more rigorous study of interactions between IL 

and MOF at elevated temperatures is needed. Because of stronger IL-MOF interactions at high 

temperatures, porosity and metal–linker bonding strength can be reduced, which are identified as 

required criterion for the melting of non-meltable MOFs.49  
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2. Cumulative summary 

 

In this dissertation, the experimental findings have been published in peer reviewed journals. Thus, 

the results and discussion section of the thesis will be illustrated in the form of a compilation of 

publications in the peer reviewed journals in 2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 2.2.2 sections. 

 

2.1. Structural integrity and meltability in glass-forming MOFs 

 

Structural amorphization and melting of MOFs were introduced by Bennett et al.84 in 2010, where 

several phase transitions resulting in the formation of dense ZIF-zni polymorph upon heating of 

ZIF-4 was observed, followed by glass formation, with final melting upon further heating of the 

formed dense ZIF-zni.38 Among meltable ZIFs, ZIF-62 has been studied extensively because of its 

relatively low Tm and high thermal stability, rendering a larger melting window (>100 K) compared 

to other ZIFs.20 ZIF-62 has Im and bIm as organic linkers, categorized as a heterolinker ZIF with 

a canonical stoichiometry of Zn(Im)1.75(bIm)0.25.
48 Comparing melting behavior of ZIF-4 and ZIF-

62, an approach towards lowering Tm of ZIFs is to substitute some of the already coordinated 

linkers, Im in the ZIF-4 case, with a different or bulkier linker (bIm in case of ZIF-62). This change 

in linker composition decreases Tm of ZIF-4, 863 K, to 710 K of ZIF-62.20 Aiming to lower the 

melting temperature of ZIF-62, the effect of linker composition, i.e., changing the Im:bIm ratio, on 

Tm was investigated.85 By varying the Im:bIm ratio in Zn(Im)2−x(bIm)x, where x = 0.02–0.35, Tm  

could be tuned by 70 K.  

This compositional effect was further investigated in heterolinker (or mixed-linker) ZIFs by 

introducing structural disorder upon inclusion of multiple linkers which resulted in lowering the 

melting temperature. For instance, by inclusion of a third linker in a ZIF, Im, bIm, and mbIm as in 

ZIF-UC-1b [Zn(Im)1.66(bIm)0.22(mbIm)0.12] the structure could be melted at a lower Tm  (691 K) 

compared to that of ZIF-62 (710 K). It was shown that static atomic displacement and distortion in 

orientation of linkers induced structural disorder, causing lower Tm.86 Statistical models revealed 

that coordination of different linkers to metal centers has certain probabilities, which are controlled 

thermodynamically and kinetically. Dissimilar steric hindrances and metal−linker interactions 
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results in favorable coordination of certain linkers; Im, bIm, and mbIm linkers surrounding Zn 

show the following probability: Im>bIm>mbIm, meaning that Im linkers are favored to be 

coordinated to Zn compared to bIm and mbIm.86 This has to be taken into account, particularly, in 

scaling-up the synthesis of mixed-linker ZIFs. Another crucial parameter in ZIF synthesis is the 

reaction temperature and time. Extending the reaction temperature and time has been shown to 

influence the phase of the final ZIF crystals. During ZIF-4 synthesis (having cag topology), higher 

temperature and longer reaction times led to formation of ZIF-zni [a dense polymorph of Zn(Im)2], 

having zni topology.87 Moreover, starting from the same precursors, different isomeric crystals of 

[Zn(Im)2] such as ZIF-1 crb, ZIF-2 crb, ZIF-3 dft, ZIF-4, ZIF-6 gis, and ZIF-10 mer, can be 

formed. Among these isomeric crystals, ZIF-1, ZIF-3, and ZIF-4 show similar thermal phase 

transformations upon heating.35 The presence of different phases (as impurities) may preclude the 

formation of these mixed-linker type glasses and their usage in targeted applications. According to 

above-mentioned arguments, consequences of linker heterogeneity and synthesis conditions on the 

variability of thermal properties in mixed-linker ZIFs need to be investigated. 
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2.1.1 

Structural integrity, meltability, and variability of 

thermal properties in the mixed-linker zeolitic 

imidazolate framework ZIF-62 

Nozari, V.; Calahoo, C.; Longley, L.; Bennett, T. D.; Wondraczek, L. Structural Integrity , Meltability , and 

Variability of Thermal Properties in the Mixed-Linker Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework ZIF-62. J. Chem. 

Phys. 2020, 153 (20), 1–21. DOI: 10.1063/5.0031941 

 

Metal–organic framework (MOF) glasses have emerged as a new class of melt-quenched glasses; 

however, so far, all MOF glass production has remained at lab-scale; future applications will 

require large-scale, commercial production of parent crystalline MOFs. Yet, control of synthetic 

parameters, such as uniform temperature and mixing, can be challenging, particularly, when 

scaling-up production of a mixed-linker MOF or a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF). Here, we 

examine the effect of heterogeneous linker distribution on the thermal properties and melting 

behavior of ZIF-62. X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman, and 1H nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopies revealed little discernable structural difference between samples of ZIF-62 

synthesized in our lab and by a commercial supplier. Differential scanning calorimetry and variable 

temperature/isothermal XRD revealed the samples to have significantly different thermal behavior. 

Formation of ZIF-zni was identified, which contributed to a dramatic rise in the melting point by 

around 100 K and also led to the alteration of the macroscopic properties of the final glass. 

Parameters that might lead to the formation of unexpected phases such as an uneven distribution 

of linkers were identified, and characterization methods for the detection of unwanted phases are 

provided. Finally, the need for adequate consideration of linker distribution is stressed when 

characterizing mixed-linker ZIFs. 

Reprinted from [Nozari, V.; Calahoo, C.; Longley, L.; Bennett, T. D.; Wondraczek, L. Structural Integrity 

,Meltability ,and Variability of Thermal Properties in the Mixed-Linker Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework 

ZIF-62. J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 153 (20), 1–21], with the permission of AIP Publishing under license number 

4961321229026. 
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2.2. Effect of IL on the glass formation of non-meltable MOFs 

 

Extending possible applications and identifying new MOF glasses requires accessing the liquid 

state of these crystalline materials. Important melting constraints were identified as porosity and 

metal-ligand interactions.49 To overcome such constraints, incorporation of ILs, and the resulting 

interactions between ILs and MOFs, is a possible approach. To investigate the effect of IL on the 

meltability of non-meltable MOFs, the first step is to infiltrate IL molecules inside the pores. 

Although stability of IL molecules in crystalline composites was studied before and it was shown 

that ILs were stable in the pores, the effect of amorphization on the stability of IL molecules in the 

collapsed pores is still unexplored.88 Structural amorphization by mechanical ball-milling was 

investigated for MOFs where certain molecules were trapped, and the release kinetics was 

controlled thanks to amorphization.19,22 Here we used mechanical ball-milling to collapse the pores 

which were filled with a salt-IL (S-IL) mixture beforehand. Ionic conduction performance was 

used as a probe to examine the structure-property relationships of the amorphized composites. 

Presence of IL molecules in the pores was further evidenced by comparing the stability towards 

mechanical amorphization of pristine MOF versus its IL-incorporated counterpart.  

In the next step, influence of IL incorporation on the thermal properties and meltability of a non-

meltable MOF is examined. Previous studies showed that melting temperatures can be altered via 

substitution of a different metal or organic linker. Moreover, network topology was identified as a 

parameter influencing the melting of ZIFs.89 Here the challenging issue is that, in general, this 

approach can only be applied to decrease the melting temperature of meltable MOFs, since there 

is no defined protocol on choosing likely combination of metals and organic linkers which lead to 

melting. A relatively simple approach is desirable if it to be used as a general approach towards 

melting of non-meltable MOFs. In this work, IL incorporation was used as a simple post-synthesis 

approach to tune the thermal properties of a non-meltable MOF. The choice of IL composition is 

another advantageous property providing a wide variety of chemical functionalities which can be 

used to introduce functionalities or induce desired interactions.  

By IL incorporation, ions are occupying the pore space resulting in substantial decreases in 

porosity.90 Therefore, the first constraint which is steric hindrance, because of porosity, is resolved 

once the IL is incorporated inside pores. According to the melting mechanism described in previous 
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Sections, in non-meltable MOFs, dissociated linkers cannot easily re-form metal-linker bonds at 

other metal centers and this destabilizes the lattice leading to decomposition.39 However, since the 

ILs are mostly liquid, they offer easier ion mobility in the pores and availability of interaction sites 

where charge stabilization is needed within the framework, so that the charge stabilization will be 

no longer a barrier.91 As discussed in the previous section, IL molecules were observed to interact 

with MOF structure. Experimental and theoretical studies investigated such interactions at room 

temperature and results showed that interactions are mostly electrostatic forces between IL ions 

and MOF constituents. However, a detailed study of interactions at high temperature was needed 

since the extent of such electrostatic interactions is expected to be different at elevated 

temperatures. The second constraint for melting can be overcome if stronger interactions at high 

temperatures weakens the intermolecular bonding energies within the MOF network. To study this 

possibility, in-depth characterization towards determination of interaction sites between IL ions 

and MOF structure in IL@MOF composites is investigated. The role of IL in thermal 

amorphization and melting of the MOF is determined, and interactions during the melting and after 

obtaining the melt-quenched glass are explained.  
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2.2.1 

Sodium Ion Conductivity in Superionic IL-

Impregnated Metal-Organic Frameworks: Enhancing 

Stability Through Structural Disorder 

Nozari, V.; Calahoo, C.; Tuffnell, J. M.; Adelhelm, P.; Wondraczek, K.; Dutton, E.; Bennett, T. D.; 

Wondraczek, L. Sodium Ion Conductivity in Superionic IL-Impregnated Metal-Organic Frameworks : 

Enhancing Stability Through Structural Disorder. Sci. Rep. 2020, 10, 3532 

 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are intriguing host materials in composite electrolytes due to 

their ability for tailoring host-guest interactions by chemical tuning of the MOF backbone. Here, 

we introduce particularly high sodium ion conductivity into the zeolitic imidazolate framework 

ZIF-8 by impregnation with the sodium-salt-containing ionic liquid (IL) (Na0.1EMIM0.9)TFSI. We 

demonstrate an ionic conductivity exceeding 2 × 10−4 S·cm−1 at room temperature, with an 

activation energy as low as 0.26 eV, i.e., the highest reported performance for room temperature 

Na+-related ion conduction in MOF-based composite electrolytes to date. partial amorphization of 

the ZIF-backbone by ball-milling results in significant enhancement of the composite stability 

towards exposure to ambient conditions, up to 20 days. While the introduction of network disorder 

decelerates IL exudation and interactions with ambient contaminants, the ion conductivity is only 

marginally affected, decreasing with decreasing crystallinity but still maintaining superionic 

behavior. This highlights the general importance of 3D networks of interconnected pores for 

efficient ion conduction in MOF/IL blends, whereas pore symmetry is a less stringent condition. 

 

Copyright © 2020, Nozari, V.; Calahoo, C.; Tuffnell, J. M.; Adelhelm, P.; Wondraczek, K.; Dutton, 

E.; Bennett, T. D.; Wondraczek, L. This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative 

Commons CC BY license. 
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2.2.2 

Ionic Liquid Facilitated Melting of the Metal-Organic 

Framework ZIF-8 

Nozari, V.; Calahoo, C.; Tuffnell, J. M.; Keen D. A.; Bennett, T. D.; Wondraczek, L. Ionic Liquid 

Facilitated Melting of the Metal-Organic Framework ZIF-8, submitted to Nature Communications. 

 

Hybrid glasses from melt-quenched metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been emerging as a 

new class of materials, which combine the functional properties of crystalline MOFs with the 

processability of glasses. However, only a handful of the vast variety of crystalline MOFs have 

been identified as being meltable. Porosity and metal-linker interaction strength have both been 

identified as crucial parameters in the trade-off between thermal decomposition of the organic 

linker and, more desirably, melting. For example, the inability of the prototypical zeolitic 

imidazolate framework (ZIF) ZIF-8 to melt, is ascribed to the instability of the organic linker upon 

dissociation from the metal center. Here, we demonstrate that the incorporation of an ionic liquid 

(IL) into the porous interior of ZIF-8 provides a means to reduce its melting temperature to below 

its thermal decomposition temperature (Tm < Td). Experimental evidence shows that the Tm of 

ZIF8 obtained by IL infiltration is around 381 °C, and that the glass forming ability (Tg/Tm) of such 

melts is above 0.9, i.e. higher than those previously reported for other meltable MOFs. Our 

structural studies show that the prevention of decomposition, and successful melting, is due to the 

IL interactions stabilizing the rapidly dissociating ZIF-8 linkers upon heating. This understanding 

may act as a general guide for extending the range of meltable MOF materials and, hence, the 

chemical and structural variety of MOF-derived glasses. 
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3. Summary 

 

In conclusion, this work investigated meltability and glass formation of metal-organic frameworks 

(MOFs) as a new class of organic-inorganic hybrid glasses. MOF glasses take advantage of 

chemical tunability of crystalline MOFs, provides easier processing and handling of such materials 

in certain applications, and broadens their usage. Among huge number of crystalline MOFs, only 

a handful of them can be melted. To enable large-scale application of newly emerged MOF glasses, 

two major parameters need to be addressed: 1) large-scale production of meltable MOF crystals, 

allowing production of bulk MOF glasses. 2) overcoming melting constraints in non-meltable 

MOFs, extending the number of meltable MOFs.  

At first, we studied the thermal properties and structural integrity of a commercially available and 

meltable zeolitic imidazolate framework, ZIF-62. We showed that in a mixed-linker ZIF/MOF, 

heterogeneity in linker coordination can result in the formation of different polymorph crystals 

from each organic linker. In a commercial variant of ZIF-62, we identified the presence of two 

different crystal phases other than the main phase, which were ZIF-zni and ZIF-4. The presence of 

such polymorphs alters thermal properties by either a drastic increase in the melting temperature 

(100 °C in the case of ZIF-62) or by hindering a melting transition. The formation of such 

secondary phases not only affects thermal properties and glass formation but also can impair other 

applications such as catalysis and gas separation. To identify new meltable MOF/ZIF candidates 

and evaluate their phase integrity, thermal characterization techniques such as differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) and variable temperature x-ray diffraction (VT-XRD) analysis must be 

combined with common structural characterization tools, especially in the case of mixed-linker 

ZIFs/MOFs. These findings can facilitate the successful large-scale production of such heterolinker 

glass-forming ZIFs/MOFs.  

To investigate the melting of non-meltable MOFs by considering the melting constraints, we 

introduced a simple post-synthesis method of ionic liquid (IL) incorporation into nanopores of non-

meltable MOFs. IL@MOF composites benefit from tunable chemical and physical properties of 

ILs such as hydrophilicity, presence of functional groups, adjustable size, very low melting 

temperature, and most importantly, high thermal stability. 
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In the second part, we investigated the incorporation of a salt-IL mixture, Na0.1EMIM0.9TFSI, in a 

high porous and crystalline MOF, ZIF-8. The effects of structural amorphization, via mechanical 

ball-milling, on the crystallinity, stability of salt-IL mixture in the pores, and ion conduction 

performance were studied. The results exhibited that salt-IL was successfully encapsulated in ZIF-

8 pores, showing a very high ion conductivity (2 × 10-4 S cm-1) at room temperature. Ball-milling 

was able to amorphize the structure and trap the salt-IL in collapsed pores. As the amorphization 

degree increased, the ion conduction performance decreased. However, amorphous composites 

showed better stability in ion conduction than their crystalline counterparts when exposed to 

ambient conditions. Moreover, it was shown that the presence of IL molecules in the pores could 

improve the stability of the composite toward mechanical ball-milling. This showed that the 

structural amorphization is a useful approach enabling the application of MOFs in certain 

applications where crystalline MOFs would fail. 

According to the melting mechanism identified for ZIF-4, a meltable ZIF, dissociated organic 

linkers from the metal sites are replaced by neighboring linkers so that initial coordination 

environment of the metal sites is preserved. However, in more porous frameworks such as ZIF-8, 

because of very isolated linkers, high free energy prevents the charge stabilization withing the 

framework. As a result, incorporation of ILs in the pores, provides available anionic and cationic 

species in the pores, thus a charge stabilization with the metal sites and organic linkers can be 

achieved. 

In the last part, high free energy and interionic interactions, identified as the constraints hindering 

the melting of ZIFs/MOFs, were addressed. Overcoming these constraints can force the potential 

melting temperature to be below the thermal decomposition temperature, enabling the melting of 

non-meltable MOFs/ZIFs. ZIF-8, a non-meltable and highly porous ZIF, was infiltrated with an IL, 

[EMIM][TFSI]. As a result, the porosity of ZIF-8 was decreased, and the IL was observed to 

interact with ZIF-8. Upon heating the IL@ZIF-8 crystalline composite, the enthalpic response 

showed a melting transition at 381 °C as a result of enhanced electrostatic interactions, and 

IL@ZIF-8 was melted. NMR results of obtained glasses show that the prevention of ZIF-8 

decomposition, and successful melting, is due to the IL interactions stabilizing the rapidly 

dissociating ZIF-8 linkers upon heating. Electrostatic interactions between dissociated 2-

methylimidazolate linkers from the Zn2+ metal centers and the IL ions were identified as the charge 

stabilization mechanism, which leads to a stable liquid. Moreover, pair distribution function results 
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(PDF), confirmed the successful amorphization of the ZIF-8 phase in the glass sample as the loss 

of long-range order was observed in the glass whilst short-range order was preserved. 

For the first time, experimental melting of ZIF-8 was observed at relatively low temperatures, 

whereas computational studies estimated the melting temperature of ZIF-8 to occur around 1400 

°C. We demonstrated that both constraints, defined as parameters hindering the melting of highly 

porous crystals can be diminished by encapsulating ILs in MOFs/ZIFs. This approach can be 

applied to melt other non-meltable MOF/ZIF structures, introducing a large number (over 70,000) 

of potential new MOF glasses, having a wide variety of physical and chemical properties.  
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4. Zusammenfassung 

 

Zusammenfassend wurde in dieser Arbeit die Schmelzbarkeit und Glasbildung von 

metallorganischen Gerüsten (metal-organic frameworks, MOFs) als eine neue Klasse von 

organisch-anorganischen Hybridgläsern untersucht. MOF-Gläser machen sich die chemische 

Abstimmbarkeit kristalliner MOFs zunutze, ermöglichen eine einfachere Verarbeitung und 

Handhabung solcher Materialien in bestimmten Anwendungen und erweitern deren 

Einsatzmöglichkeiten. Von der großen Anzahl kristalliner MOFs kann nur eine Handvoll von ihnen 

geschmolzen werden. Um eine großtechnische Anwendung neuartiger MOF-Gläser zu 

ermöglichen, müssen zwei wichtige Parameter berücksichtigt werden: 1) die großtechnische 

Produktion von schmelzbaren MOF-Kristallen, die die Herstellung von MOF-Gläsern in Masse 

ermöglicht. 2) Überwindung der Schmelzbeschränkungen bei nicht schmelzbaren MOFs, wodurch 

die Anzahl der schmelzbaren MOFs erhöht wird. 

Zunächst untersuchten wir die thermischen Eigenschaften und die strukturelle Integrität eines 

kommerziell erhältlichen und schmelzbaren zeolithischen Imidazolatgerüsts, ZIF-62. Wir konnten 

zeigen, dass in einem ZIF/MOF mit gemischten Linkern die Heterogenität der Linker-Koordination 

zur Bildung unterschiedlicher polymorpher Kristalle aus jedem organischen Linker führen kann. 

In einer kommerziellen Variante von ZIF-62 identifizierten wir außer der Hauptphase zwei 

verschiedenen Kristallphasen, nämlich ZIF-zni und ZIF-4. Das Vorhandensein solcher Polymorphe 

verändert die thermischen Eigenschaften, indem es entweder die Schmelztemperatur drastisch 

erhöht (100 °C im Fall von ZIF-62) oder das Erreichen des Schmelzübergangs behindert. Die 

Bildung solcher Phasen beeinflusst nicht nur die thermischen Eigenschaften und die Glasbildung, 

sondern kann auch andere Anwendungen wie Katalyse und Gastrennung beeinträchtigen. Um neue 

schmelzbare MOF/ZIF-Kandidaten zu identifizieren und ihre Phasenintegrität zu bewerten, 

müssen thermische Charakterisierungstechniken, wie die Differential-Scanning-Kalorimetrie 

(DSC) und die Analyse der Röntgenbeugung bei variabler Temperatur (VT-XRD), mit gängigen 

Werkzeugen zur strukturellen Charakterisierung kombiniert werden, insbesondere im Fall von 

ZIFs/MOFs mit gemischten Linkern. Daraus gewonnene Erkenntnisse können die großtechnische 

Herstellung solcher glasbildender ZIFs/MOFs mit verschiedenen Linkern erleichtern. 
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Um das Schmelzen von nicht schmelzbaren MOFs unter Berücksichtigung der 

Schmelzbeschränkungen zu untersuchen, haben wir eine einfache Post-Synthese-Methode zur 

Einbindung ionischer Flüssigkeit (IL) in Nanoporen von nicht schmelzbaren MOFs eingeführt. 

IL@MOF-Komposite profitieren von den abstimmbaren chemischen und physikalischen 

Eigenschaften von ILs, wie z.B. Hydrophilie, das Vorhandensein funktioneller Gruppen, 

einstellbare Größe, sehr niedrige Schmelztemperatur und - vor allem - hohe thermische Stabilität. 

In einem zweiten Teil wurde der Einbau einer Salz-IL-Mischung, Na0.1EMIM0.9TFSI, in ein 

hochporöses und kristallines MOF, ZIF-8, untersucht. Der Effekt der strukturellen Amorphisierung 

durch mechanisches Kugelmahlen wurde im Hinblick auf die  Kristallinität, die Stabilität der Salz-

IL-Mischung in den Poren und die Ionenleitfähigkeit untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass Salz-

IL erfolgreich in ZIF-8-Poren eingebunden wurde und dadurch eine sehr hohe Ionenleitfähigkeit 

(2 × 10-4 S cm-1) bei Raumtemperatur erreicht werden konnte. Durch Kugelmahlen konnte die 

Struktur amorphisiert, und das Salz-IL in kollabierten Poren einfangen werden. Mit zunehmendem 

Amorphisierungsgrad nahm die Ionenleitfähigkeit ab. Der amorphe Verbundstoff zeigte jedoch 

eine verbesserte Stabilität der Ionenleitung, wenn dieser normalen Umgebungsbedingungen 

ausgesetzt wurde. Außerdem wurde gezeigt, dass die Anwesenheit von IL-Molekülen in den Poren 

die Stabilität des Komposits gegenüber mechanischem Kugelmahlen verbessern kann. Dies zeigte, 

dass die strukturelle Amorphisierung ein nützlicher Ansatz ist, der die Anwendung von MOFs in 

bestimmten Anwendungen ermöglicht, in denen kristalline MOFs versagen würden. 

Gemäß dem Schmelzmechanismus, der für ZIF-4, ein schmelzbares ZIF, identifiziert wurde, 

werden dissoziierte organische Linker von den Metallstellen durch benachbarte Linker ersetzt, 

sodass die ursprüngliche Koordinationsumgebung der Metallstellen erhalten bleibt. In poröseren 

Gerüsten wie ZIF-8 verhindert jedoch die hohe freie Energie aufgrund der sehr isolierten Linker 

die Ladungsstabilisierung innerhalb des Gerüsts. Infolgedessen bietet der Einbau von ILs in die 

Poren verfügbare anionische und kationische Spezies in den Poren, wodurch eine 

Ladungsstabilisierung mit den Metallstellen und organischen Linkern erreicht werden kann. 

Im letzten Teil wurden die hohe freie Energie und die interionische Wechselwirkung als 

Hemmnisse für das Schmelzen von ZIFs/MOFs identifiziert. Die Überwindung dieser 

Einschränkungen kann die potenzielle Schmelztemperatur unter die thermische 

Zersetzungstemperatur senken und damit das Schmelzen von nicht schmelzbaren MOFs/ZIFs 
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ermöglichen. ZIF-8, ein nicht schmelzbares und hochporöses ZIF, wurde mit einer IL, 

[EMIM][TFSI], infiltriert. Als Ergebnis wurde die Porosität von ZIF-8 verringert, und eine 

Interaktion von IL mit ZIF-8 konnte beobachtet werden. Beim Erhitzen zeigte der kristalline 

IL@ZIF-8-Verbundwerkstoffs einen Schmelzübergang bei 381 °C als Ergebnis verstärkter 

elektrostatischer Wechselwirkungen, und IL@ZIF-8 wurde aufgeschmolzen. NMR-Ergebnisse der 

erhaltenen Gläser zeigen, dass die Verhinderung der ZIF-8-Zersetzung und das erfolgreiche 

Schmelzen auf die IL-Wechselwirkungen zurückzuführen ist, welche die schnell dissoziierenden 

ZIF-8-Linker beim Erhitzen stabilisieren. Elektrostatische Wechselwirkungen zwischen 

dissoziierten 2-Methylimidazolat-Linkern aus den Zn2+-Metallzentren und den IL-Ionen wurden 

als der Mechanismus zur Ladungsstabilisierung identifiziert, der zu einer stabilen Flüssigkeit führt. 

Darüber hinaus bestätigten die Ergebnisse der Paarverteilungsfunktion (PDF) die erfolgreiche 

Amorphisierung der ZIF-8-Phase in der Glasprobe, da der Verlust der Fernordnung im Glas 

beobachtet wurde, während die Nahordnung erhalten blieb.  

Zum ersten Mal wurde das experimentelle Schmelzen von ZIF-8 bei einer relativ niedrigen 

Temperatur beobachtet, während Simulationsstudien die Schmelztemperatur von ZIF-8 auf etwa 

1400 °C schätzten. Wir konnten zeigen, dass beide Einschränkungen, definiert als Parameter, die 

das Schmelzen hochporöser Kristalle behindern, durch das Einbinden von ILs in MOFs/ZIFs 

verringert werden können. Dieser Ansatz lässt sich auch auf andere nicht schmelzbare MOF/ZIF-

Strukturen anwenden, wodurch eine große Anzahl (über 70,000) potenzieller neuer Gläser mit einer 

Vielzahl physikalischer und chemischer Eigenschaften entsteht. 
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